
 
Reseller Agreement  

The following reseller agreement is intended to formulate a set of rules to establish a symbiotic                
business relationship and to both protect the financial interests of the developers at Room441, as well                
as the professional security of the signing party. Please initial next to each of the items below that you                   
wish to include as part of your reselling package. Note that many of the fields below are required.  

____ $20/mo. – Reseller Rights – (required)  
This provides you the right to sell Room441 Admin and hosting. This base price does not                
change with how many sub-sites you may have hosted.  

____ $15/site – Initial Purchase and Installation per website – (required)  
A one-time per-website installation cost. This covers the creation of the records in the              
VirtualHost to allow the domain to connect to the server, the creation of the user account to                 
access and edit the files, and the creation of the directory to upload and store the hosted files.                  
This also includes the preparation of files to remove/add specific branding upon request.  

____ $10/site/mo. – Baseline Hosting Cost per website – (Option A – either A or B is required)  
This option covers hosting provided that you act as an intermediary between the client and               
Room441 personnel. Filtering the questions to an absolute minimum. Clients will not be able to               
contact Room441 directly for support, and all support related inquiries must go through the              
reseller, (you). This covers server maintenance, internet costs, name server/domain costs and            
electricity for the server. 

---------- or ---------- 
____ $30/site/mo. – Hosting Cost per website with support – (Option B – either A or B is required)  

This option covers hosting as well as support for the client on behalf of your business. (Support                 
is provided through Email only; no phone support is offered.) All questions resolved within 72               
hours of submission. Maximum of five hours of support per site per billing cycle will be                
provided. (The unused hours can apply towards other clients' sites if desired, but will not 'roll-                
over' from month-to-month.) 
 

You are not limited to charging this price for your clients' monthly hosting. 
There is no limit to what you are allowed to charge your clients.  
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Domain Policy 
Although it may seem pretty obvious, we are a server that hosts websites. This means that we will not                   
purchase a domain for you on your behalf. (This is generally a bad idea anyways. You always want                  
control over your own domain, or perhaps your clients’ domains. Not to mention you'll get it at market                  
value, because we won't be acting on the part of a reseller.) If you’d like, you can act as a reseller of                      
domains for your clients and make a bit of extra money from their setup and recurring costs, but we will                    
not be purchasing domains for you or your clients. There are a ton of domain providers out there- just                   
make sure you have one purchased before you have us set up the hosting and start the billing. 

Data Usage 
Backups may be kept from time-to-time, but should not be relied upon. The backups on file may not be                   
as up-to-date as you deem necessary. Should an error occur, Room441 will not be held responsible for                 
lost data. It is recommended that your clients keep copies of their files stored locally for re-upload to                  
our server should any issues occur. Due to the fact that we may keep backups, it should be noted that                    
by uploading files to our server, (much like sending us the files in any other medium,) you consent, on                   
behalf of your clients, that we have the authority to view said files that have been uploaded. No                  
information will be sold to third parties, but if there is any sensitive information that you would rather                  
our small team not see, those files should not be uploaded. If you default on a payment, we reserve the                    
right to deactivate your account, and remove your inactive files from our server to make space for other                  
client's content. 

Data Caps 
We don't cap your accounts for data storage, but if your clients are using excessive data storage, we                  
may request that they lower some images to the appropriate size, or host video elsewhere. If you are                  
concerned about using too much storage space, you are more than welcome to link photos externally to                 
another company that provides free hosting. This capping of data is not expected to occur frequently,                
but at the moment we're currently running solely off of internal storage space, so if that hard drive                  
starts to reach capacity, and one or more of your clients is the outlier in excessive space, we will place                    
a cap on their space. When more users start to join, we expect predetermined data caps to be the norm. 

Legality 
It should be noted that Room441 observes a laissez-faire principle when it comes to what your clients                 
post. This should not, however give the user the right to post any content that is in the general sense of                     
the word, illegal. If it conflicts with federal laws, the laws of the state in which they reside, or the laws                     
of the state in which the server resides (California,) their content may be terminated with no prior                 
notice to either them or you. If I receive any notice of illegal activity on my server, their site will be                     
terminated, you will not be refunded, and your future billing will not be accepted. 
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Hacking 
I've restricted permissions as much as possible, but if I see anyone attempting to hack, (doing                
something/attempting to access something that you have not been given express permission to             
do/access,) their site will be terminated, no money will be refunded, and future billing for that client                 
will not be accepted. 

Payment 
If you default on a payment, we reserve the right to deactivate your account, and remove your inactive                  
files from our server to make space for other client's content. Accounts may be removed after a pending                  
invoice older than 45 days. You are responsible for collecting from your clients, but you are also                 
responsible for paying service charges. Room441 expects to be paid for goods provided, and services               
rendered regardless of if that particular client has paid their bill with you yet. Likewise, billing cycles                 
for your clients paying you, may also be determined by you. So long as you pay your bill with                   
Room441 on time, there shouldn't be any issues.  

Included Services 
Your Reseller package will allow you access to the clients' administrations, to reset the passwords, see                
last modified and accessed dates for a number of components, set up an automatic expiration for                
domain hosting packages, change branding for their admin to fit your company, and revoke website               
access on the spot. It will include written instructions on how to manage all of this. It will not include                    
direct FTP access to administrative site files. All of this will only be able to be managed through the                   
tools provided.  

Upgrades and Updates 
The admin is drawn from static files in each directly to allow for customization, and thus, does not                  
automatically update. It will include the number of templates, and options that it includes upon               
purchase. The clients' current admin version can be found through the system information link.              
Different clients may get different versions of the administration dependent upon when they sign up for                
service. If you would like to apply for a content transfer from an old admin to a new admin, this can be                      
done for a one-time charge of $50, regardless of the version of the administration they are migrating                 
from.  

Feature Requests 
Should a client, or yourself desire a feature or option that is not available, it can be added to the admin                     
for a charge directly dependent upon the amount of work required to build this feature out. The feature                  
can then be added to all subsequent administrations at a flat rate per integration. (Price to be                 
determined based on complexity of feature integration.)  
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I, _________________, hereby agree to pay the costs for the goods and services mentioned above next                
to only the items I have initialed. I agree to pay my monthly invoices within 14 days of them being                    
presented to me. I understand the websites may be taken offline after this date, and that the files may be                    
removed after 45 days of unpaid invoices. I agree to abide by the restrictions aforementioned, and that                 
failure to do so will result in termination of the account on Room441’s server established as a result of                   
this document, and all websites hosted herein, with no guaranteed return of content from the site. I                 
understand that if there is a breach of contract, this agreement is terminated, and I forfeit all payment                  
thus paid to Room441 and David Salyer, that I no longer possess the right to resell any Room441                  
product, and that Room441 shall not be held responsible for any loss in business from clients' sites                 
being offline.  

__________________________________ 
Sign Full Name  

__________________________________ 
Print Full Name 

__________________________________ 
Date (MM/DD/YY) 
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